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MHS Team:  

 

Following many months of analysis and preparation, the Department today delivered its final 

report to Congress responding to Section 703(d) of the National Defense Authorization Act for 

Fiscal Year 2017. Section 703 required the Department to assess all of our MTFs through the 

lens of their contributions to military readiness. Military readiness includes making sure MTFs 

are operated to ensure service members are medically ready to train and deploy. It also means 

MTFs are effectively utilized as platforms that enable our military medical personnel to acquire 

and maintain the clinical skills and experience that prepares them for deployment in support of 

combat operations around the world.  

 

This effort focused on strengthening the Direct Care System’s prime responsibility as a platform 

for training our medical personnel, and for keeping combat forces healthy and ready to deploy 

according to readiness and mission requirements – all while ensuring the MHS provides our 

beneficiaries with access to quality health care. 

 

The report findings supported changes to the scope of medical services provided at 50 military 

hospitals and clinics. The report’s analysis included data reviews, site visits with installation 

commanders and MTF leaders, and examination of provider network capacity in purchased care 

networks. We also looked at the cost effectiveness of facility operations for the Department as 

compared to purchasing care in the private sector. Just as important to restructuring how the 

MHS operates to deliver on readiness requirements is making sure we use finite resources 

efficiently without compromising our mission.  

 

As we proceed forward on this initiative, it’s important to keep some key issues in mind.  

 

First, health care is personal, and patients may have concerns about changes to their care. The 

changes proposed in the report to Congress will not take place right away. And that’s because of 

how we intend to implement the changes. Before we transition any beneficiary from one of our 

hospitals or clinics, we will connect them with health care providers in the TRICARE network. 

And as you might expect, that process will take time – several years in some locations. The 

bottom line for our beneficiaries is this – we will help guide them through every step of the 

enrollment change process when the time for action arrives. We will implement changes in a 

deliberate fashion, at a pace local health care markets can handle. 

 

Second, the patients we serve remain our top priority. DHA Director LTG Place and his team 

will work closely with the Military Departments, MTF Directors, and local communities to 



develop customized plans to implement changes outlined in the report. Everything we do will 

revolve around maintaining patient access to quality health care services.  

 

Third, if we determine market capacity in a particular location is more constrained than we 

estimated, we will reassess our plans and adjust as necessary. The bottom line is we are 

committed to refocusing our hospitals and clinics on readiness and we are committed to 

providing access to health care to our beneficiaries. I am confident we will accomplish both 

goals. 

 

All of us are building on the MHS’s long-standing achievements – achieving the highest 

battlefield survival rates, advancing cutting-edge research and development, executing world-

class military medical combat support capabilities, and providing access to quality health care for 

our 9.5 million beneficiaries. As the MHS evolves to meet the changing requirements of the 

Department, we will, with your continued commitment and hard work, continue to deliver for 

our warfighters and patients.  

 

Thank you for all you are doing to make MHS transformation a success.   

 

 

Tom 


